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Continued...  

Do you have too many vehicles in process?  

It may be counter-intuitive, but reducing Work in 

Process (WIP) may actually increase OUTPUT.  

Vehicles sitting awaiting supplement approvals or 

parts are doing NOTHING but taking up space and 

interrupting the flow of work. 

A collision center’s technicians produce a certain 

number of labor hours in an average workday. For 

example, let’s say a shop has 6 Techs that each turn 

about 72 labor hours per week. That is a total of 432 

labor hours for the week, or 86.4 per day. So their 

average daily output of Labor Hours is 86.4. 

 

A shop also tends to carry a certain number of vehicles in their Work in Process (WIP)…. in various stages of 

repair: Awaiting dispatch, actively being worked on, in the back lot awaiting parts or supplement approvals, 

awaiting paint or trim-out, awaiting pick-up by the customer, etc. In short, it’s all the vehicles currently in their 

possession. Now, this will vary during the week, but for the sake of discussion, let’s assume that their 

average is 35 vehicles in process on any given day. 

We know that the techs are capable of producing an average of 86.4 labor hours per day and that they have 

an average of 35 vehicles in possession on the average day. If we divide the 86.4 labor hours by 35 vehicles 

(86.4 ÷ 35 = 2.47) we get an average “Touch Time” of 2.47 labor hours per vehicle in possession (WIP) 

each day. 

 

Further, if the average repair size is 24.0 labor hours, a Touch 

time of 2.47 will equal an average Cycle Time of 9.1 Days. 

(24.0 ÷ 2.47 = 9.7). 

The only way to increase Output (Labor Hours) is to either 

add techs or increase the number of hours produced per tech 

(productivity). But, absent adding techs or increasing 

productivity, the capacity for daily output of labor hours is 

86.4. Now, let’s look at the numbers in the chart at the top of 

the next page. 
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If the shop’s WIP increases (i.e. to 40) due to more vehicles waiting supplements or parts, their “Touch 

Time” will decrease. As “Touch Time” goes down, Cycle Time goes up! If WIP is less, (i.e. 30), and they are 

able to maintain the same level of output (Labor Hours) their “Touch Time” will increase. You will also see 

that as “Touch Time” goes up, Cycle Time goes down!  

 

 

 

 

 

Everything else being equal (i.e. Daily Labor Hours produced) there is a direct relationship between WIP 

and “Touch Time”. Therefore, if you want to improve “Touch Time” you must work to achieve the minimum 

Work in Process necessary to maintain production by eliminating the causes of delays. 

This is why collision centers and insurers are putting so much emphasis on repair planning to reduce the 

number of reactive supplements and multiple parts orders. Vehicles sitting and not being worked on are a 

huge waste of time and space, delaying the completion of those repairs. 

During mid-week, when your “WIP” is at its maximum, your “Touch Time” actually decreases and your Cycle 

Time lengthens. Because of this, “WIP” and its effect on Touch Time actually affects your shop’s Capacity. 

Higher WIP = Lower Throughput = Less Capacity. Lower WIP = Higher Throughput = More Capacity. 

Tip to Consider 

Everyone knows that the primary causes of production delays are reactive supplements and parts problems! 

So, what gets in the way of writing Complete Damage Reports and obtaining ALL CORRECT Parts each 

and every time? Talk to your writers and techs, make a list, prioritize it, and work on one item at a time. Set a 

specific goal for improvement, measure it, and track progress monthly. 

KPIs of the Month: Cycle Time and Touch Time 

Cycle Time is simply the number of days from drop-off through delivery (inclusive of weekends). If the 

vehicle is dropped off on Monday and picked up on the following Tuesday, the Cycle Time for that job is 9 

days. Touch Time or Throughput is the number of labor hours on the job divided by the job’s Cycle Time 

Days (the number of days the vehicle is in the shop’s possession). For instance if the above job has 28.7 

labor hours on it, with a Cycle Time of 9 days, then the Touch Time on that job would be 3.19 hours per day 

in possession (28.7 ÷ 9 = 3.19). 

Benchmarks 

The National Average of “keys to keys” Cycle Time is about 12 days (+/-).  Assuming an average RO of 24.0 

labor hours equating to a “Touch Time” of 2.0 hours per day. 

For an individual shop, it is much easier to benchmark Touch Time than Cycle Time since the latter is largely 

dependent on the size and complexity of repairs in the mix. Touch Time is not affected by the size of the job. 

While most shops average about 2.0 - 2.5 labor hours per vehicle per day, most insurers shoot for anywhere 

from 3.0 to 5.0 hours per day. Whatever your number is, work to improve it. 

 Current More WIP Less WIP 

Daily Labor Hours 86.4 86.4 86.4 

Work in Process (vehicles)   ÷ 35 40 30 

Touch Time                          = 2.47 2.16 2.88 

Cycle Time* 9.7 11.1 8.3 

*Assumes an average repair of 

24.0 labor hours 
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